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Abstract 

In the current study, the effect of strain distribution in a simple forging geometry on the 

propensity for recrystallisation, and its impact on mechanical properties has been investigated 

in a newly developed experimental nickel-based superalloy. The new alloy was produced via 

a Powder Metallurgy (PM) route and was subsequently Hot Isostatic Processed (HIP), 

isothermally forged, and heat treated to produce a coarse grain microstructure with average 

grain size of 23-32 μm. The alloy was examined by means of Electron Back-Scatter 

Diffraction (EBSD) to characterise the microstructural features such as grain orientation and 

morphology, grain boundary characteristics and the identification of potential Prior Particle 

Boundaries (PPBs) throughout each stage of the processing route. Results at the central 

region of the cross-section plane parallel to the loading direction showed significant 

microstructural differences across the forging depth. This microstructural variation was found 

to be highly dependent on the value of local strain imparted during forging such that areas of 

low effective strain showed partial recrystallisation and a necklace grain structure was 

observed following heat treatment. Meanwhile, a fully recrystallised microstructure with no 

PPBs was observed in the areas of high strain values, in the central region of the forging.  
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1. Introduction 

Nickel-based superalloys are a class of alloys which exhibit exceptional mechanical 

properties and reliable corrosion resistance at high temperatures. It is for this reason they are 

predominantly used in the aerospace industry, especially in the hot rotational sections of the 

gas turbine. With the increasing requirement for fewer emissions within the aviation industry, 

aero engine manufacturers are pushing for more efficient gas turbine engines capable of 

operating at higher temperatures. The high temperature performance of polycrystalline 

nickel-based superalloys can be accredited to a combination of solid solution strengthening 

within the A1 g matrix and the precipitation of an ordered L12 g’ phase. The strength 

attributed to g’ is dependent on the size and distribution of the precipitates within the 

microstructure where typically higher temperature capability requires an increase in the 

volume fraction of g'. This can be achieved by increased concentrations of precipitate forming 

elements such as Al, Ti, Ta and Nb [1,2], although excessive amounts of Ti, Ta and Nb can 

lead to precipitation of h phase, which is undesirable. However, with increased quantities of 

elements that partition to g', there is a greater risk of forming Topologically Close Packed 

(TCP) phases during high temperature exposure. Particularly if high levels of refractory 

metals, notably Mo and W, are also added to strengthen the g phase and high levels of Cr are 

maintained for resistance to hot corrosion and oxidation.  

Powder Metallurgy (PM) processing is often the preferred method of producing material for 

large, thick section components in compositions that show high volume fractions of g' 



precipitates and refractory metals due to the potential for significant segregation from 

traditional ingot metallurgy. [3,4]. The benefits of PM processing are the result of high rates 

of solidification in freezing small molten droplets, which reduces levels of segregation to a 

micro length scale in powder particles. Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is used to consolidate the 

powder in steel containers at high pressures and temperatures to create a fully densified 

compact. It is desirable for critical engineering applications to subsequently hot work 

compacted powder to improve material properties by refining grain size and disrupting the 

network of carbides, oxides and oxy-carbides, known as Prior Particles Boundaries (PPBs). 

The PPBs form on the surface of powder as a consequence of oxygen and elemental 

segregation from the powder and from migration and spherodising of C during the HIPing 

process. Details of the PM and Thermo-Mechanical Processing (TMP) route can be found in 

the literature [5], and has been used to create several nickel based superalloys for use in gas 

turbines, including RR1000 [6,7]. The parameters chosen throughout TMP, particularly the 

HIP, forging and heat treatment processes are critical in defining the final microstructure. It is 

therefore vital to observe the development of microstructure for the alloy during TMP and to 

understand the exact mechanisms of recovery and recrystallisation that occur during 

processing in order to achieve a homogenous microstructure. Further related aspects of the 

effect of varying processing parameters and thermal treatments has been previously reported 

in [8]. 

Successful hot working of high g' containing nickel-based superalloys requires high 

temperatures and low strain rates to promote superplasticity and avoid loss of ductility, which 

gives rise to cracking from lower temperature and higher strain rate deformation. As such, 

isothermal conditions are necessary to maintain high temperatures over relatively long 

periods of time to impose low strain rates. It is believed that during the isothermal forging of 

nickel-based alloys, recovery and dynamic recrystallisation compete and the dominance is 



dependent on the forging temperature, strain rate and level of reduction [9,10]. More 

importantly, the occurrence of dynamic recrystallisation has been proven to a have significant 

role in grain refinement and material softening during forging which can aid to improve 

workability and mechanical properties [11] through the generation of high angle grain 

boundaries [12]. It is not clear from the literature which mechanism dominates in nickel-

based superalloys, however, it is well established that dynamic recrystallisation is dominating 

at low temperatures and high strain rates [10,13] where nucleation occurs as a result of strain 

induced grain boundary migration [9]. The mechanism of grain boundary migration during 

static recrystallisation is similar to that in dynamic recrystallisation; however it occurs during 

static thermal heat treatments at temperatures between 0.5 and 0.8 of the melting temperature 

of the alloy. It is reported that during static recrystallisation, the levels of strain accumulation 

within the microstructure during the processing can have a marked effect on the rate at which 

new grains nucleate and grow to consume the material previously undergoing dynamic 

recrystallisation processes [10]. Furthermore, the twin boundary formation and growth in 

FCC systems and its correlation with microstructure modification, particularly post dynamic 

recrystallisation, should be considered during hot deformation processes and subsequent heat 

treatment. Although the formation of twin boundaries are not well understood, several 

postulations are suggested in literature including via formation from packets of stacking 

faults as a result of grain boundary migration [14 – 16], or high angle grain boundary 

dissociation into a coherent twin boundary, an incoherent twin boundary and low energy 

boundary [14,17,18]. Moreover, it is well reported that a high number of twin boundaries can 

enhance the mechanical property and corrosion resistance in many alloy systems including 

steel, nickel and copper [19 – 21]. This aspect is particularly important for nickel-based 

superalloys used in aero-engines as a method of improving corrosion and fatigue resistance 



through increasing twins volume fraction without alteration of the alloy’s chemical 

composition [22][23]. 

In the current study, forging of an advanced nickel-based (PM) prepared superalloy is 

investigated using computational process modelling to predict the strain distribution in a 

forged condition followed by characterisation of microstructure and microtexture using 

Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD). Moreover, EBSD was utilised to aid in 

understanding the evolution of material microstructure throughout the forging process in both 

as-forged and heat treated conditions. A correlation is made between the effects of strain 

variation across an isothermally forged specimen on the propensity for recrystallisation, grain 

growth and twin boundary formation and hence their impact on mechanical properties is 

discussed. 

2. Materials and Experimental Procedures 

2.1 Materials Used 

The study uses a newly developed experimental nickel-based superalloy V207M with a 

nominal chemical composition by weight% of 19-Cr, 4-Co, 9-Fe, 0.35-Mo, 0.9-W, 5.5-Al, 

3.5-Nb, 0.7-Ta, 1.0-Ti, 0.15-C, 0.15-B, 0.035-Zr and balance nickel [24]. Initial powder 

production was conducted at Allegheny Technologies Incorporated (ATI) Powder Metals in 

Pittsburgh, USA. The powder was produced via argon gas atomisation which was sieved 

through screens to obtain a maximum particle size of 53 μm. The powder was filled into a 

mild steel container, de-gased and sealed, and HIP consolidated under vacuum at a pressure 

of 100 MPa and a temperature lower than the g' solvus temperature. Two as-HIP compacts  

were machined to a height of 76 mm and diameter of at least 65mm and isothermally forged 

at a temperature of 1050°C and upset rate of 0.2 mm/mm/min, in-line with the findings in [8], 



at ATI Forged Products, Cudahy, USA. Both forgings were left to cool in air following 

compression and removal from the forging chamber. One forging was kept in the as-forged 

condition whilst the second underwent a solution (1120°C/2 hrs) and age (850°C/4 hrs) heat 

treatment to allow for static recrystallisation and grain growth to an average grain size of 23-

32 μm diameter (ASTM 6-7) at the centre of the forging. The process parameters were 

chosen based on earlier research where forging temperature and upset rate were adequate to 

produce a partially recrystallised microstructure.  

2.2 Sample Preparation and EBSD Data Collection 

Both forging blanks were sectioned along their centre to reveal a plane perpendicular to the 

forging axis in correspondence with the computational model used in this study. Figure 1 

schematically shows the forging section with the area of interest highlighted. Care was taken 

during sectioning to minimise levels of deformation imparted on the plane of interest. The 

sectioned material was mounted in conductive Bakelite and prepared following standard 

grinding and polishing procedures prior to final 0.04μm colloidal silica polishing for a period 

of 15 minutes. EBSD examination was carried out on a Phillips XL30 tungsten filament 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with Oxford Instruments HKL Channel 5 

data acquisition and analysis software. An operating voltage of 20 kV was used to optimise 

the diffraction patterns of nickel. In total 16 equally spaced EBSD scans were performed on 

the material cross section for each forging blank. All EBSD scans were conducted along the 

vertical centreline of the forging parallel to the forging direction at an effective radius of zero. 

The step size remained consistent throughout each scan and was chosen in line with common 

EBSD methodology. For the two forgings investigated an indexing rate of at least 95% was 

achieved. Following completion of data acquisition, each area was analysed for grain size, 



grain boundary characteristics and texture with grain size analysis conducted in accordance 

with ASTM E2627-13 and excluded twin boundaries.  

2.3 Analysis of Powder and As-HIPed Material 

To build a complete understanding of the microstructural evolution, SEM and EBSD 

examination was conducted on the alloy powder as well as in as-HIPed form. For 

examination of the as-HIPed material, a small section was removed from the consolidated 

cylinder prior to isothermal forging and mounted in Bakelite. The specimen was prepared by 

the same means as the forged material for EBSD data acquisition. To aid in imaging of Prior 

Particle Boundaries (PPB), the specimen was subsequently electro-etched using 10% 

orthophosphoric acid for 3-5 seconds to remove the g matrix. 

2.4 Process Modelling of Isothermal Forging 

The forging process was modelled using Finite Element Method (FEM) software Deform2D 

simulation package developed by Scientific Forming Technologies Corporation, Ohio/USA. 

The software is tailored to deformation processes and is widely used in industry as a tool to 

simulate various manufacturing processes. It allowed for the prediction of strain levels and its 

distribution along the forging direction as well as the level of friction and thus adiabatic 

heating throughout the forging. To simulate the alloy accurately, the model used material 

properties accumulated through previous research on the alloy and assumed isothermal 

conditions throughout compression. Further information about the software and required 

parameters can be obtained through the developers online resources [25]. 

 

 



3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Process Modelling and Strain Mapping 

Figure 2 presents the visual representation of the strain distribution and the variation of strain 

throughout the forging blank at two circumferential radii. The results of the process 

modelling indicated a symmetrical variance about the radial centreline of the forging, as well 

as circumferentially symmetrical about the forging axis, as is expected. In order to make a 

comparison, data was captured at the centre of the forging parallel to the compression axis 

and at a radial distance of 20mm. Comparison of the data revealed the maximum variance in 

effective strain was seen along the forging axis at a radius of 0mm (the centre of the forging), 

where the lowest levels of strain were seen close to the surface, gradually increasing to a 

maximum at the forging centre where levels of deformation are greatest. With increasing 

radial distance from the forging centre, the range in effective strain decreased with a 48% 

increase in effective strain at the surface by a radius of 20mm. The comparison was useful in 

understanding the effective size and shape of the ‘dead zone’ which can vary depending on 

forging parameters. Typically the ‘dead zone’ manifests as a cone or hemisphere which is 

visually observable in Figure 2(a) within which the levels of deformation are at a minimum. 

Under such a condition this area might contain a higher volume fraction of PPBs and thus 

produce an inhomogeneous microstructure. At the centre of the forging, the variation in 

effective strain with increasing radius is considerably less with a 3.9% increase in effective 

strain at the centre when compared to that seen at a distance of 20 mm, see Figures 2(a) and 

2(b).  

Examination of predicted levels of adiabatic heating indicate a maximum increase in 

temperature within the centre of the forging as is typical for forging process. Whereas, close 

to the surface a small increase of ≈1.4°C is predicted with a maximum temperature increase 



of ≈2.8°C at the centre. From available literature, it is suggested that the majority of 

mechanical work during compression is converted to heat [26] but the results of the process 

modelling suggests the slow upset rate has minimised the adiabatic heating affect. 

Understanding adiabatic heating is initially of great interest when investigating the 

parameters for conventional press forging as it can cause decreases in flow stresses as a result 

of softening [27] and trigger dynamic processes such as recrystallisation. It should be noted 

that the greatest effect is seen at moderate to high strain rates and is assumed to be 

insignificant at the slow strain rates required to achieve superplastic forming. The results in 

the current study follow this assumption where the levels of temperature increase were 

insignificant as a result of the slow strain rate. It was therefore considered negligible when 

considering its effect on dynamic recrystallisation and recovery during forging processes.  

3.2 Examination of Powder and As-HIPed Material 

Figure 3 presents alloy V207M in as-received alloy powder. From the secondary electron 

image the particle size distribution is seen to support previous research conducted on similar 

powder alloy which found >90% of the powder was smaller than 38μm [28]. Examination of 

the powder in Figure 3(a) shows both satellite particles (highlighted by vertical arrows) and 

melt impacts (highlighted by horizontal arrows), as is commonly seen in powder metallurgy 

produced via gas atomisation.  

The presence of PPB was microscopically investigated as shown in Figure 3 (b). Clearly 

observable from the image is the appearance of a PPB around a powder particle, and is in 

agreement with previous study [8]. It is this network of PPBs within the final microstructure 

that can be detrimental to the mechanical property of the alloy. Also observable from Figure 

3 (b) is the presence of a needle-like δ phase. It should be noted that most of the needle-like 

δ-phase was found to go into solution on forging resulting in no δ-phase in the final 



microstructure. The absence of the intermetallic δ-phase after forging was also reported in 

[8]. Figure 4 shows the microstructure and texture of the as-HIPed alloy. The Inverse Pole 

Figure (IPF) map in Figure 4(a) shows a clear presence of spherical grain boundaries with a 

bimodal distribution of the grain size and an average grain size of 4 μm. The IPF map in 

Figure 4(a) and Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) plots in Figure 4(b) (expressed in 

multiples of uniform density, m.u.d.) show very weak texture with a maximum intensity of 

only 2.26 m.u.d., as would be expected from the isostatic consolidation process. 

3.2 The Effective Strain Effects on Microstructural Development during Forging  

The IPFs and ODFs in Figure 5 show the microstructure and texture of the forged material at 

the surface, quarter depth and centre of the forging in A, B and C, respectively. It should be 

noted that only 3 maps out of the 16 EBSD maps are shown here. From the IPF maps the 

increase in grain size is evident with increasing depth and strain. Moreover, a presence of 

spherically shaped grains close to the surface is also observed. The number of these spherical 

grains is seen to decrease with depth where the grain size distribution becomes much more 

homogeneous at the centre of the forging. Average grain size data from all of the 16 EBSD 

maps are shown in Figure 6 with increasing distance from the surface. The graph supports the 

IPF maps in showing increased coarsening occurrence from the surface to the centre of the 

forging blank. Although the grain growth variation between surface and centre of the forged 

materials is relatively small (<1μm), the small level of grain coarsening is indicative of 

dynamic recrystallisation during the forging process. Furthermore, the occurrence of dynamic 

recrystallisation is evident from grain size differences between as-HIPed and as-forged 

materials shown by the IPFs in Figures 4 and 5. This is also indicated by the texture changes 

from random in as-HIPed to higher volume fractions of Cube (001)<100>, Rotated Cube 



(001)<110> and Goss (110)<001> texture components in as-forged material, shown by the 

ODFs in Figures 4 and 5. 

It was clear from the IPF maps in Figure 5, there is a subtle orientation change between the 

three maps with the microstructure rotating towards the <101> orientation direction with 

increasing depth. Close to the surface a strong Rotated Cube texture component is seen, 

which is the preferable deformation texture during upset processes. At position B, the Rotated 

Cube texture is still present but has shifted by approximately 15° towards Cube texture. In 

addition, Goss, which like Cube is a recrystallisation texture component [9], is seen to 

increase in intensity approaching the centre of the forging blank where these become the 

prominent textures, as shown by the ODFs in Figure 5. At the centre, additional intensities 

are seen relating to Copper (112)<111> and to a lesser extent Cube and Rotated Cube texture 

components. This evolution of texture from Rotated Cube towards Cube and Goss, 

particularly at the centre the forging, indicates a dominant dynamic recovery process close to 

the surface where the strain is minimum whilst dynamic recrystallisation dominants in areas 

of highest strain, i.e., the centre of the forging blank. 

3.3 The Effective Strain Effects on Microstructural Development after Heat treatment  

3.3.1 Grain Size and Morphology 

Figure 7 presents the effective strain simulation map as well as IPF//Forging Direction (FD) 

maps parallel to the forging direction at three depths throughout the forging. The evolution in 

grain shape is clearly seen from A to C. In area A where the strain is a minimum, a bimodal 

grain size is visible as are grains of spherical shape reminiscent of the as-HIP powder 

presented in Figure 3(b) indicating the retention of PPBs after heat treatment. It is also clear 

that with increased depth towards the centre of the blank, the grain shape becomes more 

equiaxed and a homogeneous microstructure is observed. Furthermore, the propensity for the 



smaller grains decreased with depth and an increase in strain. The large variation in grain 

morphology along the forging axis (X-direction in Figure 7) indicates non-homogeneous 

grain growth during static recrystallisation, which is related to strain distribution generated 

during isothermal forging. This type of heterogeneous microstructure can be detriment to the 

material as inconsistent grain morphology is likely to create a large variation in mechanical 

properties [28]. 

The grain size and shape variation across the forging direction and its correlation with strain 

distribution during forging is directly related to the presence of PPBs. Moreover, studies were 

able to relate these aspects with the processing route and suggested by excluding certain 

deformation processes, such as extrusion, prior to forging, a homogeneous microstructure is 

achievable at lower manufacturing costs [29–31]. However, despite numerous experimental 

trials, the majority of HIPed nickel-based superalloys suffer from the presence of PPBs which 

are detrimental to mechanical properties [32–38]. It is believed PPBs are generated by 

contamination of the powder surface via oxides, carbides and oxy-carbides which remain in 

the material after forging, and act to inhibit grain boundary migration [39,40]. The amounts 

of PPBs generated are entirely dependent on the amount of oxygen present during processing 

[37] and the level of carbon in the composition, and typically act as nucleation sites for stable 

Al2O3 and TiO2 oxides along with brittle MC (Nb, Ti)C carbides within nickel-based 

superalloys [41,42]. The stable nature of these phases act to pin grain boundaries during 

growth resulting in grains of below average size compared to materials free of PPBs. It is 

possible to achieve decomposition of the primary MC carbides to M23C6 in alloys containing 

high Ti, low Nb, and, low Ta content via a two stage HIP process, and would aid to reduce 

the PPB networks. The reduction and elimination of PPBs has also been attempted through 

alteration of the material’s oxygen or carbon content, and/or increasing the HIPing 

temperature [37,39,43]. Altering the levels of oxygen is particularly difficult during 



atomisation due to the difficulties in improving vacuums during processing. Similarly with 

carbon, the amount present in modern nickel-based superalloys is already minimised to 

inhibit TCP formation whilst allowing carbide formation which proves beneficial in 

providing grain boundary pinning [44]. TCP formation may still be controlled with higher 

carbon contents but would require close control over the main TCP forming elements such as 

Cr, Mo and W whilst still achieving appropriate levels of g'. Therefore the best possibility is 

increasing the HIP temperature which has been seen to promote grain boundary migration 

past PPBs with a compromise on levels of microstructure coarsening [7]. However, the alloy 

in the current study is part of a larger theme of research for which changes to powder 

processing and consolidation is deemed impractical for economic and time considerations. 

Therefore, the focus in the current study was optimising the forging parameters that may 

assist in breaking up the PPB network and in achieving a homogeneous microstructure in 

their presence. 

3.3.2 Strain Distribution Effect on Recrystallisation 

As reported in Section 3.3.1 the variation of strain rate and temperature across the forged 

materials produced different microstructure. Moreover, a large proportion of smaller grains 

(<10μm), which form a necklace structure around larger grains was found near the surface, 

see area A in Figure 7. This necklace structure was predominantly observed at the regions 

close to the forging surface corresponding to the areas of low effective strain. The presence of 

a necklace structure is not a new phenomenon in nickel alloys [45,46], and is indicative of 

varying levels of recrystallisation, both during dynamic (DRX) and static (SRX) 

recrystallisation processes. Typically DRX grains are small in size, in the region of ~2μm 

diameter and were clearly visible in the as-forged alloy as shown in Figure 5. It is expected 

that during heat treatment of the forged material static recrystallisation would dominate the 



nucleation and grain growth mechanism. However, observing the necklace microstructure in 

the heat treated condition implies an underlying relationship with dynamic recrystallisation 

and the levels of strain imparted during forging. Initial theories on the cause of DRX 

primarily focused on the levels of strain imparted during processing and its effect on 

deformation mechanisms. It is assumed that during isothermal forging the material undergoes 

super-plastic deformation, thus no significant levels of stored-strain was present in the 

material prior to heat treatment. Therefore, it was postulated that the level of strain imparted 

during hot deformation can cause DRX via strain-induced grain boundary migration [9]. 

Close to the surface (area A) where material flow is low, and thus strain is a minimum, 

recrystallisation kinetics would be sluggish in comparison to the centre of the forging blank 

(area C) where there are higher levels of strain to ensure widespread nucleation of 

recrystallised grains. This variation would then exacerbate during subsequent heat treatment 

processes resulting in the non-homogeneous microstructure. Figure 8(a) shows the 

distribution of grain area whilst 8(b) contains the average grain size of the bi-modal 

microstructure against effective strain. The grain area distribution shows a clear reduction in 

the volume of small grains sub 8.5μm at greater depths from the surface. From Figure 8(b) 

there exists a plateau up ~0.64 mm/mm where average grain size of the larger grains remains 

constant, followed by a transition to increasing grain size with strain to a maximum at the 

centre of the forging. From Figure 8 the crossover point between the increase in average large 

grain diameter and reduction in the smaller grain area occurs at a modelled strain in the range 

of 0.8 - 0.9 mm/mm effective strain. Using the relationship between the percentage of smaller 

(identified un-recrystallised) grains and strain, it was possible to use the Avrami equation, 

given in Equation 1, to predict the required levels of strain required for full recrystallisation 

[45,47].  
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The recrystallised fraction, X, can be calculated through knowledge of the strain to 50% 

recrystallisation, ε0.5, the instantaneous strain, ε, and the Avrami exponent, n, which varies 

between 1.8 and 3.0 depending on the temperature range [45]. The use of the Avrami 

relationship has been used extensively within the literature and shows a good fit for 

modelling recrystallisation during hot deformation [48,49]. It was possible to calculate an 

approximate level of strain required for full recrystallisation using Equation 1, which for 

V207M was calculated to be 1.3 mm/mm. This increase in strain may be achieved by 

multiple methods but the most practical and efficient method would be alteration of the 

isothermal forging parameters to increase the level of upset during forging. 

In the literature there is no agreement on whether dynamic recrystallisation or recovery is the 

dominating mechanism during isothermal forging. Previous work conducted on isothermal 

compression of this material [8] identified dynamic recovery as the dominant mechanism 

where little or no dynamic recrystallisation was observed at the compression temperatures 

and strains studied. The authors concluded that the material undergoes a process of 

continuous dislocation absorption in subgrain boundaries, resulting in the generation of 

HAGB and new grains termed as continuous dynamic recrystallisation [12,50] or dynamic 

recovery [51]. In contrary to the findings in [8], the results of this study fall in agreement 

with literature [12,51,52] where the dominating relaxation mechanism is dynamic 

recrystallisation. This conclusion is based on the levels of grain growth and texture evolution 

in the as-forged alloy observed here. This is expected in V207M nickel based superalloy 

alloy as it has low stacking fault energy and an ability to accumulate large amounts of 

dislocations that can provide the necessary energy for recrystallisation. However, further 



validation of this result was needed through grain boundary characterisation and fibre texture 

analysis for the forging blanks as discussed below.  

3.3.3 Strain Distribution Effect on Grain Boundary Characteristics 

Grain boundary analysis was conducted on each of the 16 EBSD maps acquired in the current 

study to aid in further understanding of microstructural evolution during forging and heat 

treatment. Here, the aim was to establish a possible correlation between grain boundary 

migration and special boundary formation during forging which is closely related to 

deformation parameters. In the first instance, grain boundary angle is compared along the 

forging axis as seen in Figure 9. In general, immobile high angle grain boundaries (> 15º) 

typically indicate a fully recrystallised grain where grain boundary junctions are typically at 

their lowest energy state (i.e. triple junction); whilst, low angle grain boundaries (< 15º) are 

typically found in regions where a sub-grain microstructure exists. Furthermore, the 

formation of twin boundaries (Σ3) is highly prevalent in FCC metallic alloys as in nickel-

based alloys. The effect of twin boundaries on the mechanical properties is not fully 

understood however it is generally believed that they resist crack growth and can aid in 

inhibiting crack initiation [53]. EBSD data was used to identify the twin boundaries (Σ3) and 

the twin boundaries fraction given as a percentage of the total boundaries within the given 

map area in this study. The twin boundary fraction versus depth from the forging surface is 

shown in Figure 9(b). Accompanying the graph is the corresponding 3 out of 16 EBSD-

derived grain boundary angle and twin boundary maps for forged and heat treated conditions, 

see Figure 9(a). The high angle grain boundaries are shown in black and Σ3 twins are shown 

in red (please refer to digital version). It is clear from Figures 9(a) and 9(b) that the fraction 

of Σ3 twins increases with depth in both as-forged and heat treated conditions, with an overall 

increase of approximately 3% in the as-forged material and 16% after heat treatment. It was 



evident that the twin boundary formation and growth correlated well with strain distribution 

within forged and heat-treated alloys. This also indicates strain accumulation in the dead-

zone (area A) is not sufficient enough to produce high fraction of Σ3, which is fundamental 

for mechanical property enhancement of the alloy. Therefore, greater strain was needed to 

achieve desired grain size and twin boundary volume fraction. The greater amount of strain 

was also required to obtain a higher volume fraction of recrystallisation texture components 

(i.e., Cube and Goss) as indicated in the ODFs for area (C) is Figure 5 and 7. This texture 

change across the forging direction can be used to indicate dynamic and static 

recrystallisation in the forged and heat treated material respectively, and will be discussed in 

further detail in the next section. 

3.3.4 Strain Distribution Effect on Texture Evolution 

Further texture analysis was conducted on the overall local texture and fibre texture 

comparison between all 16 EBSD scanned areas including A, B and C. As reported earlier, 

the overall texture parallel to the forging axis is presented in Figures 5 and 7. The IPFs 

suggested a slight orientation change in as-forged condition whilst after heat treatment no 

significant preferred orientation was seen as is to be expected following static 

recrystallisation and grain growth during supersolvus heat treatment [52]. Comparison of the 

ODF plots showed an evolution from Rotated Cube (in area A) towards Cube and Goss (area 

C) in as-forged condition, shown in Figure 5. Following heat treatment, the ODF plots in 

Figure 7 showed the Rotated Cube and Goss texture components in area A as a result of the 

static recrystallisation. Whereas, in area C a high intensity ~3º away from ideal Cube was 

evident again indicating the occurrence of recrystallisation. It should be noted that the 

intensity of the texture remained almost constant throughout the forging and heat treatment 

but the texture components have changed dramatically. 



Separate examination of the fibre texture allowed for texture comparisons to be correlated 

with a specific axis, which in this case is the forging direction (X-direction in Figure 5). In 

the current study, the focus was on the comparison of (<100>// FD: Forging Direction), 

(<110>// FD) and (<111>// FD) fibre textures due to their relevance in FCC system 

deformation and recrystallisation mechanisms. The fibre texture maps taken at areas A, B and 

C are presented in Figures 10 and 11 for as-forged and heat treated condition respectively, 

with a deviation of 10° from ideal fibre orientation. The corresponding numerical results and 

comparison are presented in Figure 12. As can be seen in Figures 10 and 12, within the as-

forged pancake the domination of <110> // FD fibre texture is approximately double that of 

the other two fibre textures. From the same figures, it is also clear that the large grains have 

<110> orientation preferences, whilst the small grains tend to have a <111> texture. In heat 

treated condition, the overall trend is similar to that of the as-forged material with a higher 

proportion of grains showing <110> fibre texture, greater than 12% texture fraction, followed 

by <100> and <111> fibres with texture fractions between 5-8%, shown in Figures 11 and 

12. The texture distribution in the heat treated alloy is seen to be more random than that of 

the as-forged alloy where the exact correlation determination between texture and grain size 

was not possible, see Figure 11.  

Figure 12 shows that in both forged and heat-treated alloys <110> and <100> fibres increases 

with depth, whilst <111> decreases. This is also in agreement with the ODF plots shown in 

Figures 5 and 7. From the ODFs in the same figures, the texture intensity in heat treated alloy 

is higher than in as-forged alloy which is a result of the additional thermal energy and time 

exposure for static recrystallisation and grain growth to occur during heat treatment. As can 

be seen in Figure 12a, <110>//FD fibre increased with increasing strain, i.e., depth of the 

forging. It is also clear that its fraction in as-forged condition is higher than in heat-treated 

alloy. In general with low stacking fault energies, as in V207M and other nickel based 



superalloys [54], slip is likely to occur on (111) planes along <110> direction in addition to 

twinning on the (111) planes along <112> direction. Thus, area A, i.e., low strain, of the as-

forged condition will have high intensity of Rotated Cube (001)<110> texture component. 

Furthermore, Goss is also on <110> // FD fibre. Therefore, the high fraction of <110> fibre in 

the as-forged alloy is related to high Rotated Cube which is the deformation texture 

component and Goss which indicates dynamic recrystallisation occurrence during forging, see 

the ODFs in Figure 5. It is also clear from Figure 12b, that <111>//FD fibre is decreasing with 

strain on both as-forged and heat treated alloys. This is expected in the heat-treated alloy for 

the texture component such as Copper (112)<111> which is typical deformation texture 

component on this fibre as static recrystallisation takes place. However, in forged condition 

the Copper texture component is known to be an unstable orientation and tends to twin easily 

during deformation [55–57] and thus <111>//FD fibre was also not strengthened during 

forging. The instability and easy twinning of Copper may also assist in increasing twin 

fraction with strain. As expected, the <100>//FD fibre increased with increasing strain, as 

shown in Figure 12(c). This is more related to enhancement of the Cube (001)<001> 

recrystallisation texture component during forging and heat treatment. However, this 

enhancement only occurred at higher strain areas (areas B and C) in the forged condition. 

Moreover, it appears that Goss (110)<001> texture formation assisted in increasing <001> 

fraction in the as-forged alloy than in heat-treated alloy. It is evident from the texture analyses 

that the degree of overall re-orientation during the forging depends on deformation levels. 

This in return is vital to estimate the exact strain required during forging to optimise the 

microstructure and texture to achieve the desired property of the alloy. The current study 

clearly demonstrates that the strain distribution within the forged and heat-treated material can 

greatly affect the microstructure and texture evolution including twin and grain boundary 

volume fraction.   



4. Summary and Conclusions 

The microstructure of experimental nickel-based superalloy V207M was examined by means 

of EBSD. Complimentary strain variation investigation was conducted in parallel using 

process modelling software Deform 2D. A complete characterisation of the materials 

microstructural evolution throughout a single forging was carried out with the aim of 

understanding the prominence of recrystallisation and recovery mechanism in achieving a 

homogeneous and not textured product. The following conclusions and observations are 

made base on the analysis: 

1. Process modelling showed a dead zone to be present close to the forging surface with 

an effective depth of approximately 5mm at which the effective strain becomes 

radially uniform. The levels of strain varied throughout the forging from a minimum 

of 0.2mm/mm on the surface at the radial centre to a maximum of 1.15mm/mm at the 

centre. Investigation of the levels of adiabatic heating showed overall temperature 

increases to be minimal (<3°C) and were thus considered negligible.  

2. Investigation of the alloy powder showed a particle size distribution that was found to 

be consistent with that in the literature. 

3. EBSD characterisation of V207M in as-HIPed condition revealed a bimodal grain size 

distribution and extensive prior particle boundary networks with little to no significant 

texture development. 

4. V207M in as-forged condition showed both a coarsening of grain size with increased 

depth (≈3μm increase) and an increase in the percentage of Σ3 twin boundaries 

(≈3%). Analysis of the texture showed an evolution from Rotated Cube at the surface 

to that of Goss and Cube at the centre. This analysis suggests that dynamic recovery is 



dominant at the surface where strain is low and dynamic recrystallisation is dominant 

where levels of effective strain are highest. 

5. Following solution heat treatment, V207M showed a necklace microstructure close to 

the surface where the propensity of the smaller grains reduced with increasing strain 

to a minimum at the forging centre. Close to the surface, grain shape remained 

spherical as a result of prior particle grain boundary effects on grain nucleation and 

growth mechanisms. Grain size and percentage of Σ3 twins were both found to 

increase with increasing strain during static heat treatment to a maximum at the 

forging centre. The texture within the forging was one of primarily Rotated Cube and 

Goss at the surface evolving to that of a randomly orientated texture at the centre of 

the forging. 

6. Correlation of the propensity of necklace grains after heat treatment and effective 

strain allowed for the estimation of minimum strain required to achieve 100% 

recrystallisation. It is suggested that a minimum strain of 1.3 mm/mm is required 

which is easily achieve during the isothermal forging process by increasing the 

amount of upset.  
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Figure 1:- Schematic of forging section with area of EBSD investigation highlighted in red. 

Figure 2:- Effective strain map using Deform 2D showing (a) Visual contours of strain 

distribution throughout forging, (b) variation of effective strain against depth. 

Figure 3:- (a) Secondary electron image of pre-consolidated alloy powder with the vertical 

arrows highlighting satellite particles horizontal arrow showing  melt impact films, (b) 

Secondary electron image of PPB boundary found in consolidated powder after 

electro-etching in 10% phosphoric acid. 

Figure 4:- (a) Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) EBSD map of as-HIPed V207M, (b) Orientation 

Distribution Function (ODF) (section 0 and 45°) highlighting very weak texture. 

Figure 5: (Top) Visual schematic of the Deform 2D variation of strain within the forging (on 

the plane of interest), (bottom) IPF maps and corresponding ODF plots showing 

texture in the as-forged condition. 

Figure 6: Average grain size against depth of V207M in as-forged condition. 

Figure 7: (Top) Visual schematic of the Deform 2D variation of strain within the forging (on 

the plane of interest), (bottom) IPF maps and corresponding ODF plots showing 

orientation and texture in heat treated condition. 



Figure 8: (a) Grain area distributions against depth showing a reduction in the area fraction 

of grain sub 8.5μm. (b) Average grain size of the bi-modal microstructure. 

Figure 9: (a) EBSD grain boundary maps showing high angle grain boundaries in black and Σ3 

twin boundaries in red in as-forged (top) and heat treated (bottom) condition. (b) 

Scatter plot comparing twin boundary fraction against depth. 

Figure 10: EBSD-derived <100>//FD fibre texture maps (top), <110>//FD (middle) and 

<111>//FD (bottom), for as-forged condition at three depths A, B and C.  

Figure 11: EBSD-derived <100>//FD fibre texture maps (top), <110>//FD (middle) and 

<111>//FD (bottom), after heat treatment at three depths A, B and C.  

Figure 12: Graphical comparison of (a) <110> , (b) <111> and (c) <100> fibre texture fraction 

against depth from pancake surface. All components use a maximum variation from 

ideal of 10°. 
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